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Together these countries pioneered new technologies that have made them ever richer.
Introduction to International Economics, 3rd EditionWiley Global Education
Invaluable to students and those approaching the subject for the first time, An Introduction to International Relations, Second
Edition provides a comprehensive and stimulating introduction to international relations, its traditions and its changing nature in an
era of globalisation. Thoroughly revised and updated, it features chapters written by a range of experts from around the world. It
presents a global perspective on the theories, history, developments and debates that shape this dynamic discipline and
contemporary world politics. Now in full-colour and accompanied by a password-protected companion website featuring additional
chapters and case studies, this is the indispensable guide to the study of international relations.
This introduction to all aspects of international economics, business and finance is the clearest guide available to the economics of
the world we live in. Written in a highly engaging style, packed full of up to the minute, real world case studies and pitched at
introductory level, the book does an expert job of drawing students in and will leave them equipped with a comprehensive toolkit
and methods and essential facts. .
This introduction to all aspects of international economics, public policy, business, and finance is the clearest guide available to the
economics of the world we live in. Written in a highly engaging style, packed full of up-to-the minute, real-world case studies and
pitched at an introductory level, the book does an expert job of drawing students in and will leave them equipped with a
comprehensive toolkit of methods and essential facts. Covering the wide range of economic issues and policies generated by
globalization, the text provides an introduction to the topic that emphasizes facts as well as theories, presenting all new economic
concepts clearly and in detail. This third edition reflects continuing developments in the world economy and in the analysis of
international economics. Chapter introductions, pedagogy and data have all been thoroughly updated throughout, and key topics
for expansion and revision include * Free Trade versus Fair Trade * Bilateral and Multilateral Treaties * International Outsourcing *
Public Perceptions of International Trade * The Trilemma Issue * Business-Cycle Synchronization * Central Bank Emergency
Tools * Sovereign-Debt Problems This text is suitable for any introductory module in international economics, public policy, and
business, whether taught as part of an economics, public policy, business, or international studies program. It is also the ideal
MBA level introduction to the global economy.
Now in its second edition Maritime Economics provides a valuable introduction to the organisation and workings of the global
shipping industry. The author outlines the economic theory as well as many of the operational practicalities involved. Extensively
revised for the new edition, the book has many clear illustrations and tables. Topics covered include: * an overview of international
trade * Maritime Law * economic organisation and principles * financing ships and shipping companies * market research and
forecasting.
Now publishing with CQ Press, the Third Edition of IR: International, Economic, and Human Security in a Changing World explores
the most current issues affecting the global community by analyzing how global actors seek international, economic, and human
security. Award-winning scholars and authors James M. Scott, Ralph G. Carter, and A. Cooper Drury combine thought-provoking
examples with practical learning tools to give you context and help you develop an understanding of not just what happens, but
why and how it happens. Assuming no prior knowledge about international relations, the text provides you with a framework to
understand what conditions behavior in the international arena—the challenges of anarchy, diversity, and complexity permeate the
multitude of events that comprise of our world today. You will be able to make sense of the complicated events and interactions of
world politics and come away with a broader view of the world’s geographical and political landscapes. New to the Third Edition:
New discussions of key international trends and developments such as the shifts in power and leadership, the nature of and
challenges to international order, the backlash against globalization and the rise of populism around the world. New and updated
tables, charts, maps, and photographs illustrate important political events and players and bring concepts to life for today’s
students. New and updated “Spotlight On” stories look at recent events happening in China, North Korea, Russia, and other
countries to help students apply important concepts to real-world scenarios. New and updated “Theory in Action” examples
feature contemporary theories about feminism, leadership, and more to demonstrate how ideas are directly translated into current
policy and action. New and updated “The Revenge of Geography” feature with current issues such as “The Shrinking World,”
turmoil in the African Great Lakes region, and more to demonstrate how a country’s borders and geography influences its
relationships with neighboring countries. New and updated “Foreign Policy in Perspective” discussions explain how the dynamics
of international relations have changed, putting into context the recent behavior and motivations of Russia’s interactions with its
neighbors, Brexit, sanctions on North Korea, and more.
Today’s rapidly flowing global economy, hit by recession following the financial crisis of 2008/9, means the geographical economic
perspective has never been more important. An Introduction to Economic Geography comprehensively guides you through the
core issues and debates of this vibrant and exciting area, whilst also exploring the range of approaches and paradigms currently
invigorating the wider discipline. Rigorous and accessible, the authors demystify and enliven a crucial subject for geographical
study. Underpinned by the themes of globalisation, uneven development and place, the text explores the diversity and vitality of
contemporary economic geography. It balances coverage of 'traditional' areas such as regional development and labour markets
with insight into new and evolving topics like neoliberalism, consumption, creativity and alternative economic practices. An
Introduction to Economic Geography is an essential textbook for undergraduate students taking courses in Economic Geography,
Globalisation Studies and more broadly in Human Geography. It will also be of key interest to anyone in Planning, Business and
Management Studies and Economics.
The third edition of this successful textbook introduces students to behavioral economics. It offers a critical examination of the
latest literature, research, developments and debates in the field by discussing topics such as evolutionary psychology and
neuroscience. Contains a wealth of case studies, examples and review questions.
Developed in the classroom by two of the most prominent researchers in the field, Feenstra and Taylor's International Economics
uses engaging applications to provide a modern view of the global economy for a modern audience. Most international economics
textbooks emphasize theory and the economies of advanced countries. Feenstra and Taylor combine theoretical coverage with
empirical evidence throughout, while reflecting the realities of the global economy by covering emerging markets and developing
countries (India, China, Southeast Asia). The new edition has been thoroughly updated to include new data and Applications, as
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well as many new Headlines to reflect the rapid changes in international economics during the last three years. The 4th Edition
includes the latest on opening relations with Cuba, immigration and Europe's refugee crisis, the effect of NAFTA on wages and
employment, job polarization, quicksourcing, China's problems, and the debate in Britain about leaving the European Union. A
modern textbook requires a modern and integrated homework system. LaunchPad offers our acclaimed content organized for
easy assignability by instructors and enhanced learning for students.
Principles of Agricultural Economics, now in its third edition, continues to showcase the power of economic principles to explain
and predict issues and current events in the food, agricultural, and agribusiness sectors. This key text introduces economic
principles in a succinct and reader-friendly format, providing students and instructors with a clear, up-to-date, and straightforward
approach to learning how a market-based economy functions, and how to use simple economic principles for improved decision
making. The field of agricultural economics has expanded to include a wide range of topics and approaches, including
macroeconomics, international trade, agribusiness, environmental economics, natural resources, and international development
and these are all introduced in this text. For this edition, new and enhanced material on agricultural policies, globalization, welfare
analysis, and explanations of the role of government in agriculture and agribusiness is included. Readers will also benefit from an
expanded range of case studies and text boxes, including more international cases, which discuss real world examples and issues
including global hunger, biofuels, trade wars, agritourism, and climate change. This book is ideal for courses on agricultural
economics, microeconomics, rural development and environmental policy. The work is fully supported by a companion website
which provides users with extra content to enhance their learning and further their understanding of agricultural economics.
Additional materials include flash cards, study guides, PowerPoints, multiple choice questions, essay questions, and an
instructor’s manual.
Developed in the classroom by two of the most prominent researchers in the field, Feenstra and Taylor’s International Economics
is a modern textbook for a modern audience, connecting theory to empirical evidence and expanding beyond the traditional focus
on advanced companies to cover emerging markets and developing economies. Essentials of International Economics, Third
Edition is the brief version of that textbook designed for a one-semester course covering both international trade and international
macroeconomics.The new edition has been thoroughly updated, including the latest on the Eurozone crisis.
Media Economics: Theory and Practice focuses on the basic principles of economics in the business sector and applies them to
contemporary media industries. This text examines the process of media economics decision making through an exploration of
key topics, such as industrial restructuring, regulatory constraints upon media operations, and changing economic value, providing
key insights into media business activities. With the structure and value of media industries changing rapidly and sometimes
dramatically, this text moves beyond a basic documentation of historical patterns to help readers understand the mechanics of
change, offering insight into the processes reproducing contemporary trends in media economics. Thoroughly updated in this third
edition, Media Economics focuses on the primary concerns of media economics, the techniques of economic and business
analysis, and the overall characteristics of the media environment; and explores contemporary business practices within specific
media industries, including newspaper, magazine, television, cable, movie, radio advertising, music, and online industries. New for
this edition are chapters on the advertising, book publishing, and magazine publishing industries. Chapters contributed by expert
scholars and researchers provide substantial discussions of the crucial topics and issues in the media industry sectors, and
emphasize both domestic and international businesses. Offering a thorough examination of the economic factors and forces
concerning the media industries, Media Economics is appropriate for use as a course text for advanced media management and
economics students. It also serves as an indispensable reference for scholars and researchers in media business arenas.
This distinctive book sets forth, on an advanced level, various methods for the quantitative measurement of important relationships
at issue in areas of the balance of payments and international trade and welfare. The results achieved in recent studies are
presented and the directions for new research are indicated. This book is composed of two main parts.Part I deals with the
balance of payments and consists of the first half of the book. One of the longest and almost important chapters of this part talks
about, at length the time-series analysis of the demand for imports and exports from the point of view of an individual country. This
subject has a long and somewhat checkered history dating from the 1940's, when a number of estimates using least squares
multiple regression methods were made of import and export demand functions for the interwar period. The noteworthy feature of
many of these estimates was that they suggested relatively low price elasticities of demand in international trade. The implication
was thus drawn that the international price mechanism could not be relied on for balance-of payments adjustment purposes.This
book talks about the topics of theory and measurement of the elasticity of substitution in international trade, estimating the
international capital movements, and forecasting and policy analysis with econometric models. Part II deals with international trade
and welfare. While, there are many other books dealing with trade theory, this title focuses on a narrower range of topics that are
not always mentioned or understood by individuals, such as the theory and measurement of trade dependence and
interdependence, the analysis of the component factors a country has that affects how its export growth is over time, and the
welfare effects of trade liberalizationThis book serves as a guide and reference work for economics graduate students,
academicians, and practicing economists in private and governmental circles. They will find this book
Revised and updated for the 2nd edition, this textbook guides the reader towards various aspects of growth and international trade
in a Diamond-type overlapping generations framework. Using the same model type throughout the book, timely topics such as
growth with bubbles, robots and involuntary unemployment, financial integration and house price dynamics, policies to mitigate
climate change and the persistence of religion in a globalized market economy are explored. The first part starts from the “old”
growth theory and bridges to the “new” growth theory (including R&D and human capital approaches). The second part presents
an intertemporal equilibrium theory of inter- and intra-sectoral trade, investigates innovation, growth and trade and limits to public
debt as well as nationally and internationally optimal climate policies. The debt dynamics of the Euro Zone and the origins of intraEMU and Asian-US trade imbalances are also explored. The book is primarily addressed to upper undergraduate and graduate
students wishing to proceed to the analytically more demanding journal literature.
Globalization is exposing social fissures between those with the education, skills, and mobility to flourish in an unfettered world
market—the apparent "winners"—and those without. These apparent "losers" are increasingly anxious about their standards of living
and their precarious place in an integrated world economy. The result is severe tension between the market and broad sectors of
society, with governments caught in the middle. Compounding the very real problems that need to be addressed by all involved,
the knee-jerk rhetoric of both sides threatens to crowd out rational debate. From the United States to Europe to Asia, positions are
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hardening. Dani Rodrik brings a clear and reasoned voice to these questions. Has Globalization Gone Too Far? takes an
unblinking and objective look at the benefits—and risks—of international economic integration, and criticizes mainstream economists
for downplaying its dangers. It also makes a unique and persuasive case that the "winners" have as much at stake from the
possible consequences of social instability as the "losers." As Rodrik points out, ". . . social disintegration is not a spectator
sport—those on the sidelines also get splashed with mud from the field. Ultimately, the deepening of social fissures can harm all."
President Clinton read the book and it provided the conceptual basis for the trade/IMF portions of his State of the Union message
in January 1998.

This up-to-date third edition provides an accessible introduction to urban and geographical economics using real world
examples and key models.
Modern economies become more and more open and the external sector of an economy becomes more and more
important. This textbook aims at clarify ing how an open economy functions, in particular at explaining the determi nants
of international fiows of commodities and financial assets. It also aims at examining the effects of these fiows on the
domestic and international econ omy and the possible policy acti.ons at the national and international level. Particular
attention will be paid to the problems of international economic at both the commercial and monetary level. integration
Students will be able to read and interpret the balance of payments of a country, evaluating the various types of balance,
to explain the behaviour of commercial fiows in the light of the theories studied, to analyze fiows of financial assets
according to interest-rate differentials and other elements, to study the forces that determine exchange rates and cause
currency crises, to understand the reasons behind international economic integration such as the European Union, to
evaluate the effects of national and international policies.
This book is designed for a one-semester course in international economics, primarily targeting non-economics majors
and programs in business, international relations, public policy, and development studies. It has been written to make
international economics accessible to both students and professionals. Assuming a minimal background in economics
and mathematics, the textbook goes beyond the usual trade-finance dichotomy to address international trade,
international production, and international finance; and takes a practitioner point of view rather than a standard academic
one, introducing students to the material needed to become effective analysts in international economic policy. This new
edition features such additional topics as global production and global capital flows, migration, the Ricardian model, and
international organizations like the IMF. Examples have been updated to include recent developments (Brexit, for
example) and all charts include the latest data. The website for the text can be found at http://iie.gmu.edu.
Now in its third edition, this textbook covers all of the standard topics taught in undergraduate International Economics
courses. However, the book is unique in that it presents the key orthodox neoclassical models of international trade and
investment, whilst supplementing them with a variety of heterodox approaches. This pluralist approach is intended to give
economics students a more realistic understanding of the international economy than standard textbooks can provide.
A complete and accessible overview of how politics and economics collide in a global context This text surveys the
theories, institutions, and relationships that characterize IPE and highlights them in a diverse range of regional and
transnational issues. The bestseller in the field, Introduction to International Political Economy positions students to
critically evaluate the global economy and to appreciate the personal impact of political, economic, and social forces.
Over the last few decades behavioral economics has revolutionized the discipline. It has done so by putting the human
back into economics, by recognizing that people sometimes make mistakes, care about others and are generally not as
cold and calculating as economists have traditionally assumed. The results have been exciting and fascinating, and have
fundamentally changed the way we look at economic behavior. This textbook introduces all the key results and insights of
behavioral economics to a student audience. Ideas such as mental accounting, prospect theory, present bias, inequality
aversion and learning are explained in detail. These ideas are also applied in diverse settings such as auctions, stock
market crashes, charitable donations and health care, to show why behavioral economics is crucial to understanding the
world around us. Consideration is also given to what makes people happy, and how we can potentially nudge people to
be happier. This new edition contains expanded and updated coverage of contract theory, bargaining in the family, time
and risk, and stochastic reference points, among other topics, to ensure that readers are kept up to speed with this fastpaced field. The companion website is also updated with a range of new questions and worked examples. This book
remains the ideal introduction to behavioral economics for advanced undergraduate and graduate students.
This volume contains a review of evidence to assess whether sanctions work, to assess what determines their success
and to assess why their effectiveness has declined. It looks at the uses of economic sanctions since 1914 and evaluates
the effectiveness of sanctions as a policy tool. It contains 11 case studies of different countries which each include a
chronology; the sanctioning country's objectives; the target country's response; the roles played by important third
countries; relevant economic data and a calculation of costs; and an assessment of the outcome.
In the present text the author deals with both conventional and new approaches to trade theory and policy, treating all
important research topics in international economics and clarifying their mathematical intricacies. The textbook is
intended for undergraduates, graduates and researchers alike. It addresses undergraduate students with extremely clear
language and illustrations, making even the most complex trade models accessible. In the appendices, graduate
students and researchers will find self-contained treatments in mathematical terms. The new edition has been thoroughly
revised and updated to reflect the latest research on international trade.
Through case studies ranging from the coffee plantations of El Salvador to the international oil industry and the economic
slowdown in Japan, this book addresses the fundamental theoretical and practical issues in economics. This accessible guidebook
is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand how economics works and why it is important.
Why are some countries rich and others poor? David N. Weil, one of the top researchers in economic growth, introduces students
to the latest theoretical tools, data, and insights underlying this pivotal question. By showing how empirical data relate to new and
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old theoretical ideas, Economic Growth provides students with a complete introduction to the discipline and the latest research.
With its comprehensive and flexible organization, Economic Growth is ideal for a wide array of courses, including undergraduate
and graduate courses in economic growth, economic development, macro theory, applied econometrics, and development studies.
eBook Version You will receive access to this electronic text via email after using the shopping cart above to complete your
purchase
There is no lack of good international economics textbooks ranging from the elementary to the advanced, so that an additional
drop in this ocean calls for an explanation. In the present writer's opinion, there seems still to be room for a textbook which can be
used in both undergraduate and graduate courses, and which contains a wide range of topics, including those usually omitted from
other textbooks. These are the intentions behind the present book, which is an outcrop from undergraduate and graduate courses
in international economics that the author has been holding at the University of Rome since 1974, and from his on going research
work in this field. Accordingly the work is organized as two-books in-one by distributing the material between text and appendices.
The treatment in the body of this book is directed to undergraduate students and is mainly confined to graphic analysis and to
some elementary algebra, but it is assumed that the reader will have a good knowledge of basic microeconomics and
macroeconomics (so that the usual review material on production functions, indifference curves, standard Keynesian model, etc. ,
etc. has been omitted) . Each chapter is followed by an appendix in which the treatment is mainly mathematical, and where (i) the
topics explained in the text are treated at a level suitable for advanced undergraduate or first-year graduate students and (ii)
generalizations and/or topics not treated in the text (including some of those at the frontiers of research) are formally examined.
¿ A principles-level introduction to international economics that is accessible to all majors. This book is also suitable for readers
interested in the field of international economics. ¿ International Economics uses a rich array of case studies to illuminate
economic institutions and policies as well as recent developments in the global economy—without readers having to rely on a
prerequisite knowledge of higher-level math. Further, the book's flexible approach—with self-contained chapters and
comprehensive coverage—allows instructors to adapt the text easily to a wide range of syllabi. The sixth edition preserves the
organization and coverage of the fifth edition and adds a number of updates and enhancements. All tables and graphs have been
updated and every chapter begins with a list of student learning outcomes. Chapter 13, The United States in the World Economy,
is heavily revised and refocused towards U.S. international economic relations, including NAFTA, but adds material on other trade
agreements, including a new case study on preferential agreements such as the African Growth and Opportunity Act. Available
with the award-winning MyEconLab! MyEconLab is a powerful assessment and tutorial system that works hand-in-hand with
International Economics.¿MyEconLab includes comprehensive homework, quiz, test, and tutorial options, where instructors can
manage all assessment needs in one program!¿ ¿ Note: If you are purchasing the standalone text (ISBN: 0132948915) or
electronic version, MyEconLab does not come automatically packaged with the text. To purchase MyEconLab, please visit:
www.myeconlab.com or you can purchase a package of the physical text + MyEconLab by searching the Pearson Higher
Education web site. MyEconLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
International Economics, 13th Edition provides students with a comprehensive, up-to-date review of the field’s essential principles
and theory. This comprehensive textbook explains the concepts necessary to understand, evaluate, and address the economic
problems and issues the nations of the world are currently facing, and are likely to face in the future. Balancing depth and
accessibility, the text helps students identify the real-world relevance of the material through extensive practical applications and
examples. The new, thoroughly-updated and expanded edition provides students with a solid knowledgebase in international trade
theory and policy, balance of payments, foreign exchange markets and exchange rates, open-economy macroeconomics, and the
international monetary system. The text uniquely employs the same graphical and numerical model in chapters that cover the
same basic concept, allowing students to recognize the relationship among the different topics without having to start with a new
example each time. Clear, straightforward discussions of each key concept and theory are complemented by concrete, accessible,
and relatable examples that serve to strengthen student comprehension and retention. Topics include the ‘Great Recession,’ the
increase in trade protectionism, excessive volatility and large misalignments of exchange rates, and the impacts of resource
scarcity and climate change to continued growth and sustainable development.
The 2nd edition of Global Politics: A New Introduction continues to provide a completely original way of teaching and learning
about world politics. The book engages directly with the issues in global politics that students are most interested in, helping them
to understand the key questions and theories and also to develop a critical and inquiring perspective. Completely revised and
updated throughout, the 2nd edition also offers additional chapters on key issues such as environmental politics, nationalism, the
internet, democratization, colonialism, the financial crisis, political violence and human rights. Global Politics: Examines the most
significant issues in global politics – from war, peacebuilding, terrorism, security, violence, nationalism and authority to poverty,
development, postcolonialism, human rights, gender, inequality, ethnicity and what we can do to change the world Offers chapters
written to a common structure which is ideal for teaching and learning and features a key question, an illustrative example, general
responses and broader issues Integrates theory and practice throughout the text, by presenting theoretical ideas and concepts in
conjunction with a global range of historical and contemporary case studies Drawing on theoretical perspectives from a broad
range of disciplines including international relations, political theory, postcolonial studies, sociology, geography, peace studies and
development this innovative textbook is essential reading for all students of global politics and international relations.
The book provides an ideal introduction to the subject of environmental economics. Part one explains the fundamental economic
concepts, using examples from all over the world. Part two uses these concepts in understanding and developing policy responses
to some of the major environmental issues of our time.
The arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic throughout the globe at the end of 2019 turned global business upside down. It forced the
closure of many businesses, disrupted global supply chains, reduced travel across borders, and created fear about face-to-face
interactions. As the lockdowns in many countries created uncertainty about the future business activities, global business leaders
were scrambling to find new strategies to safely re-establish their business relationships with their stakeholders. The existing
historical economic, social, and racial injustice in the American society toward Black, Indigenous, and People of Color was
compounded by the COVID-19. This led the movements of the Black Lives Matter to reenergize and become a global
phenomenon. The horrific and sad death of George Floyd and many others triggered huge global movements to demand respect
for human rights and dignity for all. Additionally, climate change and environmental degradation have caused unprecedented
forests fires, more frequent and damaging hurricanes, and migration demand a revived global business book. This third edition of
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Global Business: An Economic, Social, and Environmental Perspective incorporates global business issues related to COVID-19,
the economic and social injustice of BIPOC, and environmental degradation where it is appropriate. The reader will understand the
impact of these critical global business issues discussed in the book through examples, case studies and thought-provoking
discussions. These challenges require businesses, governments, and the active engagement of citizens to succeed. The aim of
this book is to bring these issues for discussion and action by these stakeholders. Each chapter includes supplementary
PowerPoint slides, Test-Bank, and Teaching notes that are available for instructors only.
This introductory text explains, and places in an historical context, the development theories behind contemporary debates, such
as globalization. The author describes and explains how approaches to development have changed over time and how
approaches vary spatially.
Introduction to Air Transport Economics: From Theory to Applications uniquely merges the institutional and technical aspects of
the aviation industry with their theoretical economic underpinnings. In one comprehensive textbook it applies economic theory to
all aspects of the aviation industry, bringing together the numerous and informative articles and institutional developments that
have characterized the field of airline economics in the last two decades as well as adding a number of areas original to an
aviation text. Its integrative approach offers a fresh point of view that will find favor with many students of aviation. The book offers
a self-contained theory and applications-oriented text for any individual intent on entering the aviation industry as a practicing
professional in the management area. It will be of greatest relevance to undergraduate and graduate students interested in
obtaining a more complete understanding of the economics of the aviation industry. It will also appeal to many professionals who
seek an accessible and practical explanation of the underlying economic forces that shape the industry. The second edition has
been extensively updated throughout. It features new coverage of macroeconomics for managers, expanded analysis of modern
revenue management and pricing decisions, and also reflects the many significant developments that have occurred since the
original’s publication. Instructors will find this modernized edition easier to use in class, and suitable to a wider variety of
undergraduate or graduate course structures, while industry practitioners and all readers will find it more intuitively organized and
more user friendly.
Introduction to International Economics, 3rd edition has been revised and updated to deliver the most current information on
today's global economy for a one-semester course. Renowned educator and author, Dominick Salvatore provides a clear
presentation making difficult economic principles easy to understand, in a global context. The text presents students with an
introduction to the field of international economics using real-world case studies while pointing out to the student the relevance and
importance of studying international economics. The text seeks to explain how the world economy works, the major benefits that it
provides to people and nations, and the most serious problems that it faces, all in a clear and realistic way that students with a
limited background in economics can understand. By covering the topics essential to an understanding of the global economy, this
text is easily accessible for economics, business, and political science majors, alike. For any international economics course,
Salvatore's 3rd edition takes the students' understanding of economics well beyond the classroom and across the globe.
National economies are linked through flows of capital and goods. This book addresses those linkages, analyzes their benefits for
economic development, and evaluates a country’s opportunities to reap the best possible rewards by influencing the linkages. The
book focuses on the role of product characteristics in international economics and their impact on economic development. After an
introduction to the topic, it analyzes the influence of product sophistication on growth, and offers alternative means of measuring
product characteristics. In turn, the book provides evidence for the impact of foreign equity on the characteristics of the products
that firms produce. Moreover, it presents empirical findings that prove that the quality of a country's legal and institutional
framework is influenced by said country’s predisposition to trade rule-of-law-intensive goods.
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